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Astrological Summary
Chart Point Positions: Louise, Lady Windsor 

Planet Sign Position House Comment
The Moon Taurus 15°Ta22' 10th
The Sun Scorpio 16°Sc08' 4th
Mercury Scorpio 24°Sc52' 4th
Venus Sagittarius 07°Sg33' 4th
Mars Pisces 10°Pi33' 7th
Jupiter Virgo 14°Vi20' 1st
Saturn Cancer 13°Cn03' 11th
Uranus Aquarius 28°Aq53' 7th
Neptune Aquarius 10°Aq28' 6th
Pluto Sagittarius 18°Sg32' 4th
The North Node Taurus 20°Ta26' 10th
The South Node Scorpio 20°Sc26' 4th
The Ascendant Leo 24°Le49' 1st
The Midheaven Taurus 12°Ta25' 10th
The Part of Fortune Aquarius 25°Aq35' 7th

Chart Point Aspects: Louise, Lady Windsor 

Planet Aspect Planet Orb App/Sep
The Moon Opposition The Sun 0°45' Applying
The Moon Trine Jupiter 1°02' Separating
The Moon Sextile Saturn 2°19' Separating
The Moon Square Neptune 4°53' Separating
The Moon Conjunction The North Node 5°03' Applying
The Moon Opposition The South Node 5°03' Applying
The Moon Conjunction The Midheaven 2°56' Applying
The Sun Trine Mars 5°35' Separating
The Sun Sextile Jupiter 1°48' Separating
The Sun Trine Saturn 3°05' Separating
The Sun Square Neptune 5°39' Separating
The Sun Opposition The North Node 4°17' Applying
The Sun Conjunction The South Node 4°17' Applying
The Sun Opposition The Midheaven 3°42' Applying
Mercury Square Uranus 4°00' Applying

Mercury Opposition The North Node 4°26' Separating

Mercury Conjunction The South Node 4°26' Separating
Mercury Square The Ascendant 0°03' Applying
Mercury Square The Part of Fortune 0°42' Separating
Venus Square Mars 2°59' Applying
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Venus Sextile Neptune 2°55' Applying
Mars Opposition Jupiter 3°47' Applying
Mars Trine Saturn 2°30' Applying
Mars Sextile The Midheaven 1°52' Separating
Jupiter Sextile Saturn 1°16' Separating
Jupiter Square Pluto 4°12' Applying
Jupiter Trine The North Node 6°06' Applying
Jupiter Trine The Midheaven 1°54' Applying
Saturn Sesquisquare Uranus 0°50' Separating
Saturn Sextile The Midheaven 0°37' Applying
Saturn Sesquisquare The Part of Fortune 2°28' Applying
Uranus Opposition The Ascendant 4°04' Applying
Uranus Conjunction The Part of Fortune 3°18' Applying
Neptune Square The Midheaven 1°57' Separating
The North Node Square The Ascendant 4°23' Separating
The North Node Conjunction The Midheaven 8°00' Applying
The South Node Square The Ascendant 4°23' Separating
The Ascendant Opposition The Part of Fortune 0°45' Applying
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Introduction

"There are stars whose radiance is visible on earth though they have long been
extinct. There are people whose brilliance continues to light the world though they are

no longer among the living. These lights are particularly bright when the night is
dark." -- Hannah Senesh

This report has been written to introduce you to the concepts of astrology and help
you get started with a child's natal chart. Astrology is a complex science which takes
years to study and apply successfully; however, we would like to whet your appetite
with this report, and encourage you to deepen your understanding through other
means.

Astrology is a study of the connection between planets and life on Earth. It is based on
a concept that energy patterns form between other planets and Earth and that these
energies affect our lives as individuals and communities.

An astrological chart, also known as a horoscope, natal chart, or birth chart, records
the relationship between the planets and the signs of the Zodiac. Charts can be
calculated for the birth of a person, a community, an event or anything that seems
momentous. The horoscope is as individual and unique as a fingerprint.

The aim of this report is to act as a guide for parents and mentors of children. All
parents want the best for their children. We want our children to live happy and
fulfilled lives. All mentors and teachers would like to see children reach their full
potential. This can be achieved by recognising and accepting each child's individual
gifts and weaknesses. In accepting these traits, we can help our children overcome
obstacles and provide them with as many opportunities as possible to develop their
talents.

The journey from babyhood to adulthood is full of joys and challenges. This report is
intended to help parents and mentors to support and encourage their children through
the difficult times and to provide them with as much love and joy as possible. Then
childhood can become a true foundation for a rewarding and joyful adult life. Both
children and their parents can be satisfied with a strong and healthy emotional bond,
happy memories and many possibilities for future success.

When using these interpretations, please bear in mind that, inevitably, every chart will
contain some contradictory influences and, as a result, certain interpretations of
different items in the same chart may seem difficult to reconcile. However, this may
still be an accurate reflection of a child's chart, as it is likely that any child will
experience conflicting desires, events and circumstances in their life. Usually it is the
responsibility of an astrologer to synthesise these contradictions in order to present a
cohesive and meaningful interpretation of the dilemmas of the chart. Any advice given
is meant as an aid and the author and publisher accept no liability for any adverse
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effects of this report.
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Family and Friends

"Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength while loving someone deeply gives
you courage." 

-- Lao Tso

The Moon
The Moon tells you about your children's emotional nature and basic needs. It is also
the key to how they experience intimacy in relationships. The Moon tells you about
your children's relationship with their mother, how they experience their mother's
nurturing. As a result, it can also give you insights on how to best nurture your
children as babies and maturing young adults. When a child feels safe and has their
basic needs met, they are better able to achieve their goals later in life.

The Moon is in Taurus
From the moment of birth Lady Windsor benefits from plenty of cuddles and love. She
is an attractive baby who enjoys the comfort of familiar faces and a daily routine. In
other words, regular feeding, changing of nappies and other comforts are important.
She may also enjoy something to suck, hold, cuddle, feel and taste.

As a young child Lady Windsor continues to feel secure when a daily routine has been
established. This is a child who likes to take things slowly and surely. For this reason,
Lady Windsor may be a slow developer in comparison to other children. However, she
is also likely to persist at tasks longer than other children. As she grows older building
blocks, cuddly toys, digging tools, garden toys and a sand pit may provide a sense of
security and fun. Traditional stories such as "The Hare and the Tortoise" provide
enjoyment for young Lady Windsor. This is a child who may show an attachment to a
cuddly toy or comfort blanket longer than other children. Adults need not be
concerned, but simply allow Lady Windsor to outgrow her comforts in her own good
time.

Young Lady Windsor is also likely to be a favourite when it comes to the female
members of her family. She is real charmer attracting the love and affection of her
mother and other key female relatives.

The Moon is in the 10th House
Mother, or a matriarch in the family, is the most important person in Lady Windsor's
young life, a shining example of how to behave in the world. Whether she acts like it
or not, mother is seen as a Goddess. A strong bond is formed at birth and this is likely
to remain throughout Lady Windsor's life. Lady Windsor is like a little radar learning
her behaviour from this matriarch. This ranges from simple tasks such as cleaning the
house to larger issues such as moral behaviour. Therefore, it is vital that Lady
Windsor's mother lives her life wisely and responsibly. Her behaviour has far-reaching
ramifications on this impressionable child.
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A mother who is responsible and caring can help Lady Windsor learn skills that stand
her in good stead for adult life, perhaps even influencing Lady Windsor's choice of
career. The sign of Lady Windsor's Moon helps determine the extent of her sensitivity
to her mother. A child with a Moon in the sign of Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces is likely to
be far more sensitive to her mother's feelings and moods. A child with a Moon in the
sign of Taurus, Virgo or Capricorn is more likely to be influenced by the traditions
followed by her mother. Those with a Moon in the sign of Gemini, Libra, Aquarius,
Aries, Leo or Sagittarius may be more independently minded, although still strongly
influenced by mother's ideas and values.

Venus
The planet Venus describes your children's personal relationships with family and
friends. Like a Moon, Venus is important in describing how your child prefers to
interact. This planet also gives vital information about your child's receptivity to love.
This is important because a child feels loved in different ways. Some children feel
cherished when loved ones are paying them lots of attention, whereas others feel
most loved when given the freedom to go their separate ways. Therefore, gaining an
understanding of the planet Venus in your child's chart can give you insights into how
to encourage rewarding relationships with family and friends.

Venus is in Sagittarius
Lady Windsor is a spontaneous and loving child, who enjoys having fun with family
and friends. She benefits from sharing enjoyable adventures, particularly outings such
as picnics and visits to the zoo. Nature and its many hidden treasures hold a special
fascination for young Lady Windsor. When the sun is shining she likes nothing better
than to explore the outdoors with a special friend. Lady Windsor is restless when
bored, but can be easily distracted with a game or book. In fact, a trip to the local
library or bookshop proves to be an adventure with young Lady Windsor in tow. Lady
Windsor is eager to learn about life, and perhaps even the meaning of life. She is full
of contradictions when it comes to relating to her loved ones. On the one hand Lady
Windsor needs intimacy, affection and warmth. On the other hand Lady Windsor also
needs plenty of freedom to explore the world. Company is important, but so is being
independent.

Lady Windsor has many friends and relatives who enjoy her enthusiasm and
exuberance; however, she also needs to feel a special bond with one or two of her
nearest and dearest. Relatives and friends need to relate honestly to young Lady
Windsor. From a very young age, she responds better to a direct approach even if it
means having to cope with unpleasant matters. Very little dampens Lady Windsor's
high spirits, as long as she knows where she stands and is allowed to live life to the
full. This child needs to be given the freedom to learn from her own mistakes. Parents
need only ensure that explorations are within safe bounds. Lady Windsor may benefit
from joining groups and clubs such as gymnastics, orienteering, horse riding and
archery. A local church or young people's group may also appeal. Indoor activities
could include reading, collecting stamps from around the world and writing to pen
pals.

Venus is in the 4th House
Lady Windsor is a little homebody. She doesn't like to stray far from her home, or
perhaps even from her own room. Lady Windsor may be unusual in that she enjoys
spending time tidying her room, placing all of her favourite things in special corners
and making sure that everything is clean and neat. She may have an artistic flair for
home decoration, which is apparent at a young age. Lady Windsor finds her family
members a great source of comfort, particularly any women in the family. For this
reason, it is important that Lady Windsor's mother, or any other female relatives, treat
Lady Windsor with much love and tenderness. Lady Windsor enjoys socialising with
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family members, although she may prefer relatives to visit her at home rather than
venturing out. Visits of friends and relatives are important to young Lady Windsor. She
can be quite the little host.

At the same time Lady Windsor does need to be encouraged to take part in activities
outside of her home. Ancient astrologers believe that this is a powerful placement of
the planet Venus meaning that young Lady Windsor's early home life can provide a
very beneficial foundation for her achievements later in life. For this reason, it is
important that Lady Windsor's parents create a warm, loving and stable home
environment.
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Talents and Schooling

"Dance like no one is watching. Sing like no one is listening. Love like you've never
been hurt and live like it's heaven on Earth." -- Mark Twain

The Sun
The Sun represents your child's identity. It describes your child's basic personality
traits and their talents. It also tells you how your children think of themselves; how
they need to express themselves; how they need to shine in their lives; how they feel
alive. It is the centre of a child's self-expression. The Sun can also tell us about a
child's father.

The Sun is in Scorpio
Lady Windsor is a dramatic little individual. From a young age Lady Windsor is
passionate about certain people and activities, and shows a strong will to succeed.
This can be a positive trait if directed in a positive manner by parents. It is important
that Lady Windsor learns how to balance her strong feelings. She has a tendency to
become obsessive and somewhat vindictive towards anyone who stands between Lady
Windsor and her desired object or person. This can be a positive coping mechanism in
some situations, but needs to be counterbalanced when inappropriate. Young Lady
Windsor may hit out at other children and people for apparently no reason. She may
have her reasons, such as pent-up emotions. When adults review the situation, they
see that Lady Windsor may have been harbouring ill feelings for some time. Calm and
compassionate ratification of Lady Windsor’s feelings, accompanied by suggestions for
appropriate expression are called for. Parents and caregivers at childcare, kindergarten
and school need to be able to listen to Lady Windsor in order to gain a full
understanding of this child’s rich inner life.

Lady Windsor is extremely sensitive to the intense emotions of other people. A
parental argument can spark a tide of emotions in young Lady Windsor. She may keep
these bottled up or she may throw a tantrum. At times it may seem as if Lady Windsor
is always embroiled in some sort of dramatic situation, either of her own making or
simply circumstantial. The reason for this is that Lady Windsor needs to learn how to
use her intense emotions in a positive manner, and to try to detach from other
people's feelings and problems. It is also important that adults and caregivers remain
as calm as possible, explaining their own emotions and reactions in a way that enables
young Lady Windsor to feel safe.

Young Lady Windsor has strong feelings for her father, or a father figure. Therefore, it
is preferable that Lady Windsor’s father remains as calm as possible, developing a
positive and strong emotional connection. This male mentor needs to handle young
Lady Windsor with patience, rather than harsh criticism or discipline. Therefore, the
parenting method, called time out, may be a preferred solution to tantrums, helping
calm everyone's emotions. With loving guidance, this resourceful child learns to
understand herself and others. She grows into a very wise young adult, able to
counsel and help other people without falling prey to her own emotions. Lady Windsor
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has a real talent for working with resources, ranging from library resources to human
emotional resources.

The Sun is in the 4th House
Little Lady Windsor is a homebody. From the moment of birth she likes nothing better
than to be surrounded by love and family in the warmth and comfort of her own home.
As a young child Lady Windsor prefers to invite playmates to her home rather than
visit others. She forms strong bonds with her immediate and extended family.

Lady Windsor may be shy as a youngster, needing some encouragement to venture
away from home. A child with her Sun in the signs of Gemini, Libra, Aquarius, Aries,
Leo or Sagittarius is likely to be more gregarious and independent than one with the
Sun in the signs of Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, Taurus, Virgo or Capricorn. Lady Windsor
enjoys helping around the house and needs the comfort of knowing that her parents
and mentors are not far away. With the right encouragement Lady Windsor has a real
talent as a homemaker, and perhaps later in life in the fields of real estate and
property development. She also has a talent for bringing members of her family closer
together. On the other hand any tension in the house is keenly felt by young Lady
Windsor. She is particularly sensitive to her father's expectations and presence in the
home. It is possible that Lady Windsor's father's family features prominently in her
life. Therefore, it is important that young Lady Windsor has the encouragement and
support of her father or a male mentor in order to really shine in her own family and
the world.

Mercury
The planet Mercury describes your children's intellectual abilities. The sign and
placement of Mercury can describe whether or not your child finds it easy to
concentrate at school. Your child may be a daydreamer or have great concentration.
Your child may be shy or interact easily with other people. Either way it is possible to
boost your child's self-esteem by choosing study methods and schooling that suits
their needs rather than forcing them to fit into an alien environment. Gaining an
understanding of the planet Mercury can help in these matters.

Mercury is in Scorpio
Lady Windsor is a resourceful child with an investigative mind. She is a deep thinker,
constantly questioning the workings of objects and the hidden meaning of human
relationships. Little Lady Windsor really prompts those around her to search their
knowledge for suitable answers to her penetrating queries. In fact, young Lady
Windsor's questions can cause embarrassment because no topic is taboo. Sex, death
and metaphysical matters all hold a certain fascination. Family skeletons tend to come
out of the closet when young Lady Windsor is around. Alternatively, Lady Windsor likes
to have secrets of her own. Parents and mentors need to be patient when Lady
Windsor is quiet and withdrawn. She prefers to spend time on her own when upset,
mulling over a problem in her mind. She is likely to respond adversely if pressured to
explain what is concerning her. Given time, Lady Windsor's frowns eventually become
smiles.

The ease of Lady Windsor's entry into formal schooling largely depends on other
aspects of her birth chart. However, she is likely to enjoy schooling more if she can get
some individual attention or is given the freedom to work alone on her tasks. Lady
Windsor really enjoys taking her time on a project. Lady Windsor's scholarly skills are
likely to improve as she matures. Her penetrating mind and research skills mean that
she really enjoys books, libraries, computer resources and laboratories.

Mercury is in the 4th House
Young Lady Windsor learns a great deal from her relationships with family members.
Of course, this is true for many children, but Lady Windsor is like a little radar when it
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comes to observing the interactions and actions of loved ones in her own home. All of
the information goes into her young mind to be processed and used later. For this
reason, it is important that family members show consideration for Lady Windsor in
the family home, taking time out of busy schedules to answer any of her questions or
to help her with a daily task. Fortunately, Lady Windsor quite enjoys having a busy
home life with plenty of friends and relatives visiting. This is particularly true if she
prefers socialising at home rather than at other people's homes or in public venues.

Lady Windsor may hesitate to travel far from her home preferring to have all of her
favourite things and activities in her own room. She does not mind having two homes
such as a city home and a beach house, but is not a great traveller to foreign places.
This depends on other features in her birth chart. Lady Windsor benefits from home
study, but this is not always possible. Therefore, parents need to give preference to
any school which has a family environment or is in neighbourhood. This gives Lady
Windsor the support that she needs with plenty of opportunities for travelling to school
with friends and having after-school visits. Lady Windsor also enjoys having her
parents involved in school activities.
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Goals

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." -- Eleanor
Roosevelt

The Ascendant
The Ascendant, or Rising Sign as it's sometimes called, is considered to be an
important component of an astrology chart. Ancient astrologers believed that the
Ascendant depicted a person's primary motivation. Some believed that it was one of
the links to discovering what makes a person happy. It could be said that when we're
accomplishing our primary motivation then we're happy. By gaining knowledge of a
child's Ascendant and discovering this child's primary motivation in life, parents and
mentors can then help them achieve their goals. Caring adults can encourage the child
with love and support. In turn your child experiences a sense of happiness and
fulfilment.

The Ascendant is in Leo
Lady Windsor is likely to actively seek her purpose in life, taking the initiative rather
than waiting until circumstances are comfortable. Lady Windsor loves to be the centre
of attention and strives to make an impression on the world from a young age. Her
primary motivation is for action. Leo is a Fixed sign denoting fixity of purpose,
resolution, self-reliance and independence. However, it is also a Fire sign depicting a
need for action and enterprise.

Lady Windsor is sincere, generous and ambitious, assured of her own purpose. Life is
full and eventful once young Lady Windsor has arrived. Parents will enjoy showing off
young baby Lady Windsor, as much as she enjoys being on display. As a baby and
young child Lady Windsor has a sunny nature and demands a lot of attention. Lady
Windsor's path to achieving her goals may be strewn with a few obstacles intended on
teaching patience and humility. However, Lady Windsor will soon learn to use her
strength of character and strong willpower in a positive and powerful manner. Lady
Windsor is a sunny-natured child who revels in the attention and praise of loved ones.

Mars
Ambition and drive, like many traits, can be powerful positive forces in your children’s
lives, helping them achieve their dreams. Too much ambition can hinder your child’s
ability to collaborate. On the other hand, without motivation your child may not be
able to establish a healthy sense of self and successfully leave home and family.
Studying Mars, the planet of drive and energy, assists parents and mentors. Mars
describes vitality in your child’s birth chart. If our children are free to pursue their own
dreams and ambitions, their joie de vivre is a wonderful thing to see. By
understanding the placement of Mars in your child’s chart, you can help support their
goals. You gain insight into whether or not your child lacks motivation in certain areas
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and why. You can also see if your child has an excess of passion. As a result you can
either patiently try to motivate your child, or you can provide plenty of stimulation and
direction.

Mars is in Pisces
The fiery energy of Mars does not mix well with water signs such as Pisces. This
means that young Lady Windsor has difficulty achieving her objectives. She is easily
sidetracked, daydreaming rather than staying on task. If Lady Windsor is left to her
own devices then she enjoys a world of imagination and play, floating from one day to
another. This may not be a problem for a young child at home but it creates difficulties
as Lady Windsor matures and is faced with more responsibilities such as schoolwork
and household chores. She finds any practical task a real challenge. Parents and
mentors are likely to be frustrated by young Lady Windsor's carelessness but it is
important not to be stern.

Parents and mentors need to help young Lady Windsor find a positive direction, gently
teaching her the benefits of completing her objectives. This child needs plenty of
understanding and support. Excess criticism could destroy Lady Windsor's self-
confidence. She needs encouragement and praise for her abilities to be a sympathetic
listener and an ingenious child. A creative pursuit such as learning to play a musical
instrument or attending dance classes may provide an outlet for Lady Windsor's
imagination as well as teaching her self-discipline. As she matures and leaves school,
her unique skills are more appreciated and she is more able to achieve her goals.

Mars is in the 7th House
Lady Windsor has a strong desire to be close to her loved ones and is almost fiery in
pursuit of this urge to do things with other people. On a positive note young Lady
Windsor is an enthusiastic companion, able to inspire her family members and friends
to tackle new projects. Daily life can become quite an adventure in her company. On
the other hand Lady Windsor is likely to have some difficulty learning to co-operate.
She has a tendency to insist on others becoming involved in her pastimes, rather than
show an interest in other people’s well being. She insists on doing things her way.
Parents and mentors need to teach Lady Windsor the benefits of collaboration. Lady
Windsor also seems to enjoy doing the opposite of expectations. Parents and mentors
can be quite frustrated when trying to get young Lady Windsor to co-operate with
instructions. The problem is that young Lady Windsor loves to argue. Believe it or not
it is an enjoyable pastime for her to challenge other people’s opinions. She has fun
watching loved ones become infuriated with her actions and is likely to consider it a
game. Of course, it helps if parents and mentors can also treat matters lightly, but this
is not always possible. Therefore, Lady Windsor needs to know her loved ones’
limitations. In other words, friends and family members need to be very clear in
communicating exactly what they are and are not willing to do in Lady Windsor’s
company. As Lady Windsor matures and learns these lessons she may use her gifts in
helping others to resolve conflict.
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Childhood Journey

"Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm." -- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Wouldn't it be ideal if we could isolate one trait in our personalities, capture it in a
glass for observation and dissection? Of course, this is not possible. Neither is it
possible for us to isolate one part of a birth chart. The different aspects of our
children's birth charts intermingle in a complex manner to make the little person that
we know and love. However, it is possible for us to influence the development of our
children, to support them in their journey. The aim of this section is to give vital clues
for parents and mentors on how to guide, but not coerce, the development of your
child.

Jupiter is Trine Moon
Lady Windsor is an amiable baby and a co-operative child. She finds pleasure in her
relationship with her parents, in particular her mother or another mother figure in her
young life. As a result young Lady Windsor is socially secure and feels that the world is
a bountiful place. Lady Windsor enjoys pleasing other people, especially important
women in her life. In return Lady Windsor receives much affection and many favours
from mother or other significant women. Lady Windsor's optimistic outlook on life also
attracts positive attention from other people. Social occasions are a joy with popular
young Lady Windsor around. Friends and family members enjoy bestowing gifts. All in
all life is pretty good for young Lady Windsor.

Lady Windsor is also likely to find emotional satisfaction from learning. As a result, she
is self-motivated when it comes to her school work. This, of course, depends on other
aspects of Lady Windsor's birth chart. However, it is likely that Lady Windsor finds life
rewarding, passing with ease through each new stage of childhood with very little
effort on the part of her parents.

Saturn is Sextile Moon
Lady Windsor needs lots of love and affection. She is a sensitive child, both
emotionally and physically. Little Lady Windsor tunes into the feelings of the adults
surrounding her and responds. In particular she senses her mother’s emotional state.
As a baby Lady Windsor may be a little fretful, sensitive to the cold, needing extra love
and warmth. If her parents are unable to provide emotional or physical sustenance
then it is important that the help of another caring adult is enlisted. Baby Lady
Windsor needs stability.

As she matures this unusual little toddler proves quite self-sufficient, but don’t be
fooled. Young Lady Windsor still needs support and attention. With other positive
influences, Lady Windsor may be quietly confident and somewhat serious. Either way a
firm and loving hand and a warm environment can help Lady Windsor overcome
adversity and consequently feel secure and gain confidence. Adult caregivers need to
avoid criticism, because Lady Windsor is more sensitive to harsh words than other
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children. Instead, parents need to do all that they can to boost Lady Windsor's self-
esteem so that she can mature into a confident adult. As Lady Windsor matures, she
overcomes adversity. She learns the advantages of hard work and self-discipline. The
positive side to early-life difficulties is that Lady Windsor has the wisdom of
experience, and outstrips other children in her achievements. This combination of the
planet Saturn and the Moon is an important one in astrology. In some cases, it simply
acts to tone down other influences in a child's birth chart. For instance, a fiery child
may seem more introverted under this influence. For a full explanation of the likely
outcome of this combination it is best to visit a qualified astrologer.

Neptune is Square Moon
Lady Windsor is a soft, imaginative and sensitive child. She needs gentle handling and
a calm environment in order to thrive. Baby Lady Windsor benefits from a peaceful
and quiet home. If Lady Windsor has noisy siblings, then she benefits from her own
quiet room somewhere, to escape the hustle and bustle of daily life. This child is prone
to moodiness and is sensitive to the emotional undercurrents of her household. As a
result Lady Windsor may enjoy pursuing an absorbing hobby, a creative pursuit,
visiting nature, or escaping into the realm of books or movies.

Music could be soothing at moments when Lady Windsor seems like a troubled child.
In fact, lullabies are likely to be the best method of getting baby Lady Windsor off to
sleep and continue to sooth Lady Windsor throughout her life. Lady Windsor is
particularly sensitive to the influence of one woman. This could be mother or
grandmother, or a favourite aunt, teacher, nanny or caregiver. This woman is likely to
be idealised by Lady Windsor and may have difficulty living up to her expectations. To
offset this tendency any significant female caretaker is advised to spend as much time
as possible taking part in artistic, creative or imaginative pursuits with young Lady
Windsor. This woman could also positively influence young Lady Windsor, teaching her
in a gentle and loving manner, helping her reach her true potential. In babyhood and
childhood Lady Windsor needs tender care, particularly by the women in her life.

Mars is Trine Sun
Now here is an active youngster! Lady Windsor loves to be stimulated and is keen to
have a go at most things. In fact, she is likely to experience all sorts of adventures at
a young age. Although Lady Windsor won't thank anyone who stops her exploring, she
does need some guidance, particularly from her father.

Young Lady Windsor benefits from taking part in activities that are challenging. She
may be the sort of child who is making regular visits to the doctor for bumps on the
head and other such minor accidents. Lady Windsor just loves to take risks. Her
abundant energy can be channelled into safe activities such as football, baseball,
basketball, cycling, fencing, or any sport that requires energetic application. Lady
Windsor's father plays an important part in her life, although at times there may be
arguments and clashes of will. Nevertheless, Lady Windsor enjoys a firm and kind
male influence. The lesson for the important man in young Lady Windsor's life is
patience and assertion, definitely not aggression! Lady Windsor has quite a temper
when roused, and so it is vital that parents make every effort to distract her attention,
provide plenty of demanding activities, and remain calm. If all else fails, time out in a
safe environment could give everyone some much-needed peace.

Jupiter is Sextile Sun
Lady Windsor is a sunny and optimistic child with an infectious smile and joie de vivre.
Baby Lady Windsor is welcomed into a warm and loving family. Lady Windsor's father,
or grandfather, is particularly excited by her birth and a warm and loving bond results.
Lady Windsor responds well to her father's praise, or to the positive comments of any
male parental figure. She may share a close bond with her grandfather. These positive
childhood relationships with adult males augur well for Lady Windsor's relationships
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with men throughout her life. A generous child, Lady Windsor enjoys new experiences
and adventures. She has no trouble playing with other children, sharing her toys. In
fact, her infectious personality attracts many playmates. Lady Windsor is kind and
helpful and, depending on other factors in her birth chart, is likely to be a contented
and well-loved child.

Saturn is Trine Sun
Lady Windsor's relationship with her father plays an integral role in her life, probably
from the moment of birth. It is even possible that young Lady Windsor has been
named after her father or the father's family's name, or a close friend of her father, or
that her father chose her name. Hence the bond starts at birth. This bond can be a
positive one in the long term; however, it is possible that Lady Windsor's father is
initially somewhat strict or oppressive. Perhaps he feels protective of young Lady
Windsor, not realising that all young people need freedom to explore. Or perhaps he is
simply a disciplinarian with difficulty expressing the love that is in his heart. Either way
Lady Windsor is likely to feel limited in her self-expression as a child, particularly
before the age of 14. As a result her self-esteem could suffer. She may be a serious
and somewhat shy child. It is important that Lady Windsor's father, or father figures in
her life express a lot of praise and affection to help balance the discipline. This way
Lady Windsor grows into a well-balanced young person, secure in the knowledge of
her ability to achieve her goals with the support of important men in her life. She will
have the self-discipline to succeed. In some cases, problems can be experienced early
in life because of Lady Windsor's relationship with her father. In some cases, it is not
Lady Windsor's father that takes this stern role, but another adult male in her life.
Therefore, all of the above would apply to this man, not her father. It is also possible
that problems can be experienced early in life because of Lady Windsor's relationship
with her father or a father figure. If this is the case then it is likely that Lady Windsor
will face these challenges, grow in wisdom and achieve success later in life,
particularly from the age of 29 years.

Neptune is Square Sun
Lady Windsor is a creative child, who longs for a close and caring relationship with her
father or a man who can act as a father figure. Lady Windsor is also a sensitive child
who needs gentle support by an important man in her life. It is also possible that she
has an artistic talent or an interest in spirituality that ideally needs to be nurtured by a
father figure.

This is a child who needs to be encouraged by her father to trust her own instincts.
Harsh discipline could cause such a gentle natured child to become cowardly and
frightened. Rather she needs her father to help nurture her innate talents and
interests. One of the challenges with this influence is that Lady Windsor's father seems
destined to play a less prominent role in her life, than perhaps a grandfather or her
mother. Perhaps Lady Windsor's father is unable to provide this close, supportive
emotional bond through circumstances beyond his control such as his profession
demanding frequent absences from home. If this is the case then Lady Windsor’s’s
father needs to be particularly sensitive to Lady Windsor’s needs when he is present.
Lady Windsor's father can emphasise his role in Lady Windsor's childhood development
by supporting her in any artistic or spiritual pursuits. Lady Windsor may also enjoy
taking part in water activities with her father. Swimming, building sandcastles by the
ocean, fishing, canoeing, and snorkeling are just a few options. He could also create
special times where father and child retreat from the world and relax in a secluded
environment. Young Lady Windsor may also benefit from having one or more special
photographs of her father in her room.

Whatever the circumstances it is important that some gentle means can be found to
provide young Lady Windsor with a positive male influence. Otherwise she is likely to
develop attention-getting traits such as bed-wetting, minor illnesses and sulking.
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Perhaps a male member of the extended family, a teacher at school, or a mentoring
program could be of help. This way Lady Windsor's creative and compassionate nature
can be encouraged. Fantasy stories, musical instruments and recordings, paints and
crayons, time spent in nature and dance can all play a positive part in helping young
Lady Windsor shine in the world. Other aspects of Lady Windsor's birth chart could
affect this planetary influence. For further information about the exact nature of this
astrological signature it may help to consult a qualified astrologer on a one-to-one
basis.

Uranus is Square Mercury
Lady Windsor is a little rebel. She is intelligent, quick to grasp concepts and to make
up her mind. Once her mind is made up, she is unlikely to change it. Lady Windsor is
wilful. This is a challenge for parents and mentors because little Lady Windsor can be
quite uncooperative.

Even as a youngster Lady Windsor is opinionated and prone to argue rather than listen
to adult advice. Lady Windsor needs to learn by experience and is constantly testing
limits. Parents and mentors can influence Lady Windsor positively by making sure that
all rules are fair and consistent. Lady Windsor also needs to be given plenty of
freedom to explore her environment and learn new activities within safe boundaries.
Lady Windsor is likely to act before she thinks of the consequence. Her rash behaviour
can get her into all sorts of trouble. She does not respond well to physical discipline.
Parents would be advised to try innovative discipline approaches such as having some
quiet time in her room. Lady Windsor soon misses the stimulation of other people's
company and household occurrences. She is more likely to rebel against authoritarian
parenting methods of her father, or a father figure.

Lady Windsor does well at school in a kind of erratic manner. Left to her own devices,
she can quickly rise to the top of the class. However, she can also easily plummet once
she loses interest or if she clashes with a teacher. Plenty of patience is needed to help
young Lady Windsor overcome her wilful ways and to learn to consider other people.

Neptune is Sextile Venus
Lady Windsor is imaginative and creative. She is also compassionate and caring. For
these reasons Lady Windsor is happiest when spending time with loved ones or when
absorbed in a creative project. She adores passing time with family and friends, but is
particularly drawn to her mother or grandmother. She yearns to spend as much time
as possible with her mother. At times she is able to enjoy such quality time, but the
demands of a daily schedule and mother's responsibilities means that Lady Windsor is
sometimes disappointed. She needs to be taught about realistic hopes. Otherwise she
grows up with unrealistic expectations of loved ones. Lady Windsor can be encouraged
to help with household chores, while being given plenty of time to develop her
imagination with books to read and outings.

Lady Windsor delights in escaping outdoors on nature trips such as visits to the park
and the beach. She also enjoys reading stories about fairies, goblins, dragons and
other such mythical beings. In fact, Lady Windsor is delighted by any activity that
enables her to visit imaginary realms. Parents and mentors also need to find some
positive outlets for Lady Windsor's imagination and talents. Art, music, dance, and the
theatre may prove to be highly beneficial.

Jupiter is Opposite Mars
Lady Windsor is self-confident and active. She is eager to take part in most activities
and has plenty of initiative and courage. A born leader, Lady Windsor soon shows her
playmates how to start and complete projects. Adults notice that Lady Windsor is likely
to excel in leadership roles and business later in her life.

However, problems arise because young Lady Windsor doesn't know when to stop. She
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tends to go overboard in her quest to achieve her goals. Parents need to teach Lady
Windsor moderation and self-restraint. This is the child who stays outdoors long after
her parents have called her in for dinner or who has just one more page of her book to
read before responding to someone's request. Her natural optimism and sunny nature
seems to attract positive attention wherever she goes. Young Lady Windsor's health
can suffer because she overtaxes her energy. She can also alienate her playmates.
Perhaps she feels the need to constantly prove herself or to test her physical limits. On
the other hand Lady Windsor may feel that she is invincible. Whatever the cause Lady
Windsor's parents need to help her set realistic goals, making the most of her talents
without overtaxing herself. With parental guidance this imbalance is likely to right
itself as she matures.

Saturn is Trine Mars
Young Lady Windsor knows how to work and achieve. She has a serious side to her
nature that is obvious from a young age. This is because safety and peace of mind
play an important role in Lady Windsor's childhood development. She needs to feel
secure and is likely to play her part in achieving a sense of accomplishment and
security. While other children are out playing Lady Windsor is often at work. She is
organised, hard working and honest with an ability to work methodically towards her
goals. This is quite unusual in a young child. It is important for parents to ensure that
Lady Windsor is working to achieve her own desires rather than taking responsibility
for others in the family. There is a temptation for less responsible members of the
family to rely on young Lady Windsor. Parents, in particular her father, need to
encourage Lady Windsor to have fun. Lady Windsor is a practical child and may find it
difficult to be frivolous and playful.

It is important that young Lady Windsor is able to enjoy the carefree side of childhood.
The more support that she receives from her father, or an important father figure, the
easier Lady Windsor finds to adjust to the different stages of childhood development.
She may achieve a prominent position in her career later in life or prove adept in
running her own business later in life.
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Conclusion

”When I was a boy of 14, my father was so ignorant I could hardly stand to have the
old man around. But when I got to be 21, I was astonished at how much the old man

had learned in seven years.” -- Mark Twain “Bringing Up Father”

This report has been written from a child’s point of view with the aim of helping
parents and mentors better understand their youngsters. Of course, each person is
ultimately responsible for their own actions, but the support that children get early in
life goes a long way to helping them live rich and rewarding adult lives. Children need
to be given the freedom to be their true selves rather than being forced to live up to
parental expectations or to fulfill parents’ own personal journeys. They need their
parents to live their own lives to the full, joyously and responsibly. Above all children
need love and support. What great gifts and what a challenging role for parents! It is
the author’s hope that this report may help in the process of childhood development,
supporting both child and parent. My own father often quoted the above saying by
Mark Twain. So I thought that I would share it in this report. My mother gave me
many of the aforementioned gifts. I hope that these have shone through in the writing
of this report.

About the Author: Stephanie Johnson was a journalist in Australia, England and the
USA for 15 years before becoming a professional astrologer. She is currently the sole
director of Esoteric Technologies Pty Ltd, and one of the creators of Solar Fire and
Astro Gold. Stephanie is based in the beachside suburb of Frankston, Australia. It is in
Australia that the Solar suite of software was created, and Stephanie runs her own
international consultation business and astrology report writing service. You can find
more information at www.seeingwithstars.net

About the Artist: The illustrations have been created by artist Jenny Barnes. Jenny is
an artist living in Melbourne, Australia with her partner and two young children. Jenny
has a home studio which she escapes to as much as time permits around raising two
toddlers. Painting brings Jenny’s mind and soul back into balance with the universe.
Jenny can be reached at jennykbarnes@gmail.com
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